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ChlItived' Retention of Topical and Factual

Inforsetices following Oral lieport Activities

learning which takes piece during the prime

result of listening to the orel discourse of/ the

Acouisition'and consolidation of now knowl

use-reeding end writing ere in their for Ever

ese Conditions, a question of significant educational

mportance is: Hoe can designers ,f early-childhood curricula ensure

t new informs 1 on is efficiently and Meaningfully integrated into a

child's existing, rudimentary,- knowledge structure? Onit means to

ensure that such integration takes place is to tmpose requirements that

certain student -generated learning behavior*, high in terms of
their

eathemagen14 function (Rothkopf. 1970; Rothkopf A 8111ington, 1975), be

systematically exercised in the classroba.

stages.

The mathemagenic function of classroolearning strategi

their utility with respect to the integration of new informati

sent knowledge structures, Some learning strategies have been

fern to

IOW pre

odd to

operate upon several encoding levels simultaneously (anderson4 B 4d e 197

Glynn A Di Vesta 1977; Rickards & pi Vesta, 1974). Student-generated leers-

Ing behaviors of significant mathemagenic value are those which lead to the

encoding of new information not only at a subordinate, factual level of

meaning but at a superordinate, general level AS well

Conversational behaviors. that is,' speak nd listening,

candidates for planned mathemagenic usage in the elementary-school

because relative competencies are acouired.eichear1ierwithin this dame

than they are in other areas. For example, )t least one summary of reseerch
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n in efficiency (Sticht, Beck, Hake

Klslmen, s 19741. Oral' report research has focused mainly on

college student populations. Ross A Di Vesta (1976) found that, gong

college students who read a prose passage, those who orally report

its content to their peers tended to recall.pastage information much bet

than those who passively listened to reports. The latter, in turn, recalled

more information than controls who experienced no review activity after

passe reading-. The authors suggested that the speaking and listening

activities associated with oral reports provide reviews for a learner which

"prime, itabilize,+and limit the available products of processing" (p. 694)

Unfortunately. functional properties of these products df processing, such

as, their height" in the idea structure of the passage (cf Dooling A

Christiansen, 1977) were not identified.

The position advocated in the present study is that oral report stra

gies, by capitalizing on the relatively proficien1 conversational skills

of primary- school pupils, can be used to augment referential knowledge at

various levels of specificity. The oral report strategies are assumed to

accomplish their methemagenic 'function by stimulating review and organize-

tiomal.processis.(Ross & Di Vesta, 1970. For example, associated with the'

experience of listening an oral report are passive review prodessis which,'

under certain circumstances, can facilitate thl rehearsal of previously

iC6fred information. In the present study, 1t is anticipated that the

retention of previously processed units of information can be enhanced via

Onstening experience which is analogous to a second learning trial. The

S
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ns in ri val efficiency however, are expected,to.

xhlbited by children who generate oral reports on the basis of pre-,

vfously encoded in ration.: These gains will be largest because children

who produce oral re is engage active o pr-ocesses in addition

to the aforementi passiie review processes. Children riquired to

comurilcate message to peers will presumably operate upon memorially

stored information in ways designed to enhance the stability of its internal

representation.- As a consequence of engaging these active organizational

processes, the flab's it ormation stored in the knowledge'structure,

that is, the topical and factual products of processing, may be rendered

more accessible to children who generate oral reports than to children'

who only listen to t

Subjects '

The subjects were 51 second grade studen s (23 girls and boys

randomly chosen from three homerooms of a public elementary school in a

rural Pennsylvania school district.,

Design

A 3 x;2analys s of variance was impl ied by the design of the study

between-subjects variable was\oral report acttlittle (speaking vs. listening

vs. control) and the within-subjecti variable was retention interval

day vs. three days).

Initial Message

A 908 -word passage'about past and present modes of transportation was

read aloud to the children. In passage sentences, 24 specific referential

v
items of information (i.e. the mfacts" associated with 19 'odes of

land, water; and air transportation (i.e., the "topics For examples

C
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fact. ,Passage sentences were
ti

rounding context was necessary to make

Procedure

The 51 children we

presentation of the mesages,'T

was to acquaint them wltiidifferent

Chi l dren s

was the fol l ng factual i tea:

topic-had a with it at lea t one

ded such, dependence upon sur--

y one of them comprehensible.

n a large classroom for

told se of_ the

ns of Ma used today

and fnthe past. They were not infonred of post- sage oral report

activities or later tests of retentions,.

After message reception, eacI child was randomly assign to a-post

message activity of either speaking. listening;or acting as a control.

Each subject who was to participate as a speaker was paired, on a random

basis.-with a counterpart designated to participate as .a listener. The

peakar was instructed to "tell all you can'remember about the transpor-,

talon story to a listener, who was told to "listen quietly and pay close

attenilon" to the formers-report. The speaker-listener transaction was

witnessed by only the experimenter. An acceptable report was one whose

duratiorrexceededoneminute. The report's of all children satisfied this

criterion. The average-oral-presentation duration was about three minutes

with no report requiring more than five minutes.

Controls returned to their normal school activities immediately after

initial message reception. Speakers, istenerso and controls were not

informed that there were to be later tits of retention.' Retention measures

were administered to all children on an individual basis one day and three

days later.

Retention Measures

Free recall of opics. The child was required 11 aloud in atl
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order the topic aides of transportation) of the initial messa

The recalled topic re classified as eitheim ignIELLEI. or Productive.

Reproductive topics:were modes of transportation recalled verbatim from

p.

-the message
Alp

Producti a topics were theist ally relatedyetention errors It

ws assumed that in processing discourSe, the Yearner's owledge and the-

infOrmational input are engaged interactIvely, resulting in the generation

of new inforr ion during retrieval (t f. Dooling & Christiaansen, 1917).

Hence, produc tive topics were reported modes of transportation that were

not mentioned in the message~ yet were reasonable in light of the theme of

the message. Reported importations included "motorcycles," "rocketshipi."

roller skates ;nil "canoes."

Cued recall of facts. Pilot work indicated that for present purposes.

a rei-recall test was not the slat appropriate measure of a child's factual

knowledge. Detailed facts were hot verbalized as readily as tpe more general

topics. When a child was directly queried, however, it was apparent that

much of the factual material was'

I
in d available. A cued-recall procedure

,--../

was therefore implemented to,rendi his available information more accessible.

Twenty-four completion -type, statements which paralleled the 24 referential

Items of information in the message were read aloud to each individual. A

child was asked to respond with the one or two word element necessary to

complete the 1 In the consOuction of the referential items from which

the completion-ty statements were derived, care was taken to avoid response

liTaiints which had synonyms freqbently associated witti-them.' Only verbatim

responses were scored as correc

Results

A 3 x 2 mixed analysis of variance was conducted upon each of the
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'recall scores,

tive topic

actual item

11 scores productive topic res-

ell scores. Experimental group

means for each retention measure are presented-in Table 1. Mean scores, In

Table 1 are collapsed over retention interval since this.facepr was not

found to be significant in awe the main analyses. Compirisons of means

were made via Fisher's least significant difference procedure (Kirk, 1968)

Insert Table 1 about here

...--.. . . -..r...-------.

Free Recall 'of Reor4ductive Tonics '

Therein effect of-oral report activity on free recall of reproductive "

topics was significant, f (2 48) 3.22,2 .05, 115-41_, 6.48. As expected,

speakers' recall exceeded that of both lisieners and controls (R c

'Listeners' recall did not differ significantly from that of controls. The

ialn effect of retention interval and the Oral Report Activity x Retention

Interval interaction were not significant.

'Free Recall of Productive Toxoics

Productive topics were few in number compered to reproductive topics.

tations increased over the Oiltention interval from one day (M 0.53)

ree days (M 6 0.77), but the alfference fell short of statistical

gntficance R < .09. The main effect of oral report activity and the

nteraction effect were not significant.

Cued Recall of Factual I s

The,analysis of cued factua recall scores yieldera significant

oral report activity F(2, 48) 4.22,-R < .02, Miie 32.48 As anticipated.

speakers recall was superior to that of both liteners (R < 05) and controli

(t 4 .01). Listeners tended to recall more factual items than controls but

the difference was not significant.

9
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Discussion

report fondling etion of the inforieg

Message positively influenced:the later retrieval of the content .of

Message. The process of reconstructing the message ajoud for the

benefit of an audience apparently induced individuals to actively proeLs

.

red information. Rudimentary.organizational schemata were monied and
r

stoned into structures of comparatively high retrieval effi en

'Speakers' free recall of reproductive topics waS,superior to that of

listeners and controls, In order to communicate material accurately to

their comrade* speakers slibjected stored information about the initial

message`to further processing. They presumably engage in covert editing

activities which nourished the development of sound organizational structures.
2

Editing activities may include the following: arrangement of retrieved

information to insure that output follows a logical (i.e., temporal or

hierarchical) sequence, transformation Of retrieved information to comply

with accepted grammatical and syntactical rules, and censorship of dubious

details to preserve output accuracy. Logically the retrieval advantage

speakers experienced with respect to the topics of the message should extend

to the facts subsumed by those topics. This was fodnd to have occurred.

Speakers' retention of factual material was about 12% greater than that

listeners and about 16% greater than that of controls. Thus, it may be

concluded that active, overt reconstruction of previously encoded information

evokes the formation of a highly efficient retrieval system.

Contrary to our expectations, the passive review made possible by the
.

listening experience had little effect on the rention of either topical

or factual products of processing. One explanation for the ineffectiveness

of the passive review is that listeners may have "turned off" speakers as

10
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d informs on which confl icted with what they had thew

selves encoded. On several occasions we obierved that a listener inter-

jected a word during a speaker's rendition. he experimenter-quickly

used a finge -to-lip.gesturelo remind the child of thi silence.requirement.

It was apparent that the intent of the f)stener was to correct a detail

inaccurately reported by thelspeaker. These observations lend suppor

to the notion- that somelistiners filtered out the speakers' words.

Productive topics tended to increase'over the course:of the retention

interval. If memory for:OtscOurse is viiwedts a constructive process

(A*derson. l917;lartletti 19324:Cofer. Chmieliwski, i Brockway 19704

van bfjk 11.Kintieho in prets) then such, increments are to be eXpected.

During initial encoding and later.recrievah conceptually related stores

ofinformation are activated. The interaction of'old and new knowledge

midst° the productiOn of contextually appropriate retintion:errors. The

ntity-of productive as opposed to reproductive topics was smell because

the children likely,perceived,the deinandiof the task to be reproductive

f. Spiro, 1477) . Pad the children been encouraged/thuess it is

likely that the number ofIroiuctiVe topicSgenerated would have been

magnified. For- pedagogical purposes,At is imOortant to note that the nodes

of transportation that the children constructed were all vali means of

nsportation. primary-school-pupils should,noii be'penalix by an undue

asis placed upon reproductive learning. Early-childhood ducators who

design curricula and assessment devicei should be alert to the processes

which-underlie comprehension: When these processes ar allowed to operate

freely, newly 'acquired information can be combined with established infor-

mation to arrive at legftimete new products.

11
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Table 1

for Ora1 Report Activity Conditi0

on Three Measures of Retention

Oral Report Activity

Retention Measures Speaking Listening Control
(n -17) (n.17) rml7)

ree Recall of Topics

Reproductive 6.79 5.32 5.53
Productive 0.47 0.62 0.85

Cued Recall of Facts 10.32 7.50 6.44

Note. Scores collapsed over retention interval. Maximum

reproductive topic score 19; maximum fact score m 24.


